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OutlineOutline

•• Overview of Spatiotemporal dataOverview of Spatiotemporal data
•• Storage and management of temporal dataStorage and management of temporal data

–– FeatureFeature
–– RasterRaster
–– Array (Array (netCDFnetCDF))

•• Visualization of temporal dataVisualization of temporal data
•• Analysis of temporal dataAnalysis of temporal data•• Analysis of temporal dataAnalysis of temporal data



GIS Integration of TimeGIS Integration of Time
New Ways to Manage Visualize & Analyze GeographyNew Ways to Manage Visualize & Analyze Geography
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New Ways to Manage, Visualize & Analyze GeographyNew Ways to Manage, Visualize & Analyze Geography

•• Extended Data ModelExtended Data Model
Multi Multi 

Dimensional Dimensional 
Data (netCDF)Data (netCDF)

Visualize ChangeVisualize Change•• Tools for ManipulationTools for Manipulation
–– QueryQuery
–– VisualizationVisualization

•• AnimationAnimation
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AnimationAnimation
•• ChartingCharting

–– Iterative ProcessingIterative Processing
–– Tracking AnalysisTracking Analysis

nDimnDim Forecast ModelsForecast Models xx
FilesFiles–– nDimnDim Forecast ModelsForecast Models

–– Change AnalysisChange Analysis

DBMSDBMS
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SimulationSimulation

Real TimeReal Time
Sensor NetworkSensor Network

ModelingModeling

StationaryStationary
MobileMobile



Time Time is specialis special

•• Linear, cyclical, Linear, cyclical, uniuni--directionaldirectional

•• Its Its not metric or base 10 so its messynot metric or base 10 so its messy
–– A Year is 365, or sometimes 366 daysA Year is 365, or sometimes 366 daysA Year is 365, or sometimes 366 daysA Year is 365, or sometimes 366 days
–– A Month can be 28 days to 31 daysA Month can be 28 days to 31 days
–– Don’t Don’t forget time offsets from Greenwichforget time offsets from Greenwich

•• Can be stored as Integer, Double, String, or DateCan be stored as Integer, Double, String, or Date

•• DATEDATE is a special field type specific to timeis a special field type specific to time
–– Specific code for that type make it easier to use and fasterSpecific code for that type make it easier to use and faster
–– Not all database support the same type and operatorsNot all database support the same type and operators
–– Use DATE fields whenever possible for your temporal dataUse DATE fields whenever possible for your temporal data



TemporalTemporal
Time Dates SpatialTime Dates Spatial temporal Historytemporal HistoryTime, Dates, SpatialTime, Dates, Spatial--temporal, Historytemporal, History

•• First problem First problem –– the meaning is overloadedthe meaning is overloaded

•• Each of us have our own definition and requirementsEach of us have our own definition and requirements

•• Implementations may be unique, but all of them have  many Implementations may be unique, but all of them have  many 
similarities…similarities…

How to modelHow to model–– How to modelHow to model
–– How to storeHow to store
–– How to accessHow to access

How to optimizeHow to optimize–– How to optimizeHow to optimize
–– How to analyzeHow to analyze



What does What does ArcGISArcGIS offeroffer

•• PointPoint--inin--timetime
–– Simply a Simply a DATEDATE attributeattribute
–– MetadataMetadata
–– Can be leveraged by many Can be leveraged by many geoprocessinggeoprocessing toolstools

•• Duration of timeDuration of time
–– An intervalAn interval
–– Multiple attributes (start date Multiple attributes (start date –– end date)end date)

•• TransactionalTransactionalTransactionalTransactional
–– VersioningVersioning

•• Multiple representations of the data for historical views or whatMultiple representations of the data for historical views or what--ifif--scenariosscenarios
–– ArchivingArchivingArchivingArchiving

•• System maintained for tracking individual objects changing through timeSystem maintained for tracking individual objects changing through time



Accessing temporal dataAccessing temporal data

•• How to construct the correct query…How to construct the correct query…

•• PointPoint--inin--timetime
–– WHERE event = ’12WHERE event = ’12--44--2006’2006’WHERE event  12WHERE event  12 44 20062006

•• DurationDuration
–– WHERE WHERE start_timestart_time >= ‘JAN>= ‘JAN--11--2005                                                                     2005                                                                     

ANDAND end timeend time <= ‘DEC<= ‘DEC--3131--20052005’’AND AND end_timeend_time  DEC DEC 3131 20052005

•• TransactionalTransactional
–– WHEREWHERE audit dateaudit date BETWEEN (’11:15:00’ and ’11:45’)BETWEEN (’11:15:00’ and ’11:45’)–– WHERE WHERE audit_dateaudit_date BETWEEN ( 11:15:00  and 11:45 )BETWEEN ( 11:15:00  and 11:45 )

•• ValidValid
–– WHERE WHERE since_datesince_date = ‘MAY 12, 2007’ = ‘MAY 12, 2007’ 



Temporal storage Temporal storage models and DBMS optionsmodels and DBMS options

•• When to use just one tableWhen to use just one table
–– Data access typically to one table is highly efficientData access typically to one table is highly efficient
–– Consequences of storing redundant attributesConsequences of storing redundant attributes

•• Same location, but different values for the moment being recordedSame location, but different values for the moment being recorded
•• Can generate millions of entriesCan generate millions of entries

•• When to use a layer and a second attribute table for joiningWhen to use a layer and a second attribute table for joiningWhen to use a layer and a second attribute table for joiningWhen to use a layer and a second attribute table for joining
–– Data access might be impacted by the join operationData access might be impacted by the join operation
–– Provides better data access for the feature class, no redundant Provides better data access for the feature class, no redundant 

storage of storage of geometriesgeometriesgg gg

•• Optimize data access by indexing, table partitioning Optimize data access by indexing, table partitioning 
•• All JAN recordings in partition 1All JAN recordings in partition 1J eco d gs pa t t oJ eco d gs pa t t o
•• All FEB recordings in partition 2All FEB recordings in partition 2
•• All MAR recordings in partition 3…All MAR recordings in partition 3…



Temporal Raster Data StorageTemporal Raster Data Storage

Raster catalogsRaster catalogs
•• Use a date/time field Use a date/time field 
•• Use an index field (i.e. Use an index field (i.e. ObjectIDObjectID))

Note: The layer will initially draw as a wire frame if more than 9 Note: The layer will initially draw as a wire frame if more than 9 rastersrasters. . 



DemoDemo



Temporal/Multidimensional DataTemporal/Multidimensional Data
Addi 4Addi 4thth di idi iAdding a 4Adding a 4thth dimensiondimension



Temporal Array Data in Temporal Array Data in ArcGISArcGIS

•• ArcGISArcGIS 9.2 reads/writes 9.2 reads/writes netCDFnetCDF

•• An array based data structure for storing An array based data structure for storing 
multidimensional datamultidimensional data.. TT

•• NN--dimensional coordinates systemsdimensional coordinates systems
–– X, Y, Z, time, and other dimensionsX, Y, Z, time, and other dimensions ZZ YY

•• Variables Variables –– support for multiple variablessupport for multiple variables
–– TemperatureTemperature, humidity, pressure, salinity, , humidity, pressure, salinity, etcetc

XX

•• Geometry Geometry –– implicit or explicitimplicit or explicit
–– Regular grid (implicit)Regular grid (implicit)

Irregular gridIrregular grid–– Irregular gridIrregular grid
–– PointsPoints



Storing Data in a Storing Data in a netCDFnetCDF FileFile

143 243 343 443

netcdf mynetcdf{
dimensions:

X=4;

141 241 341 441

142 242 342

132 232 332

442

432

133 233 333

123 223 323

113 213 313

433

423

413

Y Time

X=4;
Y=4;
Time=UNLIMITED;

variables:
float X(X);

131 231 331

121 221 321

111 211 311

431

421

411

122 222 322

112 212 312

422

412

float Y(Y);
int Time(Time);
float Temperature(Time, Y, X); 

data:
X = 10, 20, 30, 40; 111 211 311 411

X
X 10, 20, 30, 40;
Y = 110, 120, 130, 140;
Time = 31, 59, 90; 

}



Storing Data in a Storing Data in a netCDFnetCDF FileFile

143 243 343 443

netcdf mynetcdf{
dimensions:

X=4;

141 241 341 441

142 242 342

132 232 332

442

432

133 233 333

123 223 323

113 213 313

433

423

413

Y Time

X=4;
Y=5;
Time=UNLIMITED;

variables:
float X(X);

131 231 331

121 221 321

431

421

122 222 322

112 212 312

422

412

float Y(Y);
int Time(Time);
float Temperature(Time, Y, X); 

data:
X = 10, 20, 30, 40;

X
X 10, 20, 30, 40;
Y = 110, 120, 130, 140;
Time = 31, 59, 90; 

Temperature =
111 211 311 411

Time = 1
111,211,311,411;

}
Y = 1

X = 1 to 4



Storing Data in a Storing Data in a netCDFnetCDF FileFile

143 243 343 443

142 242 342

132 232 332

442

432

133 233 333

123 223 323

113 213 313

433

423

413

Y Time

122 222 322

112 212 312

422

412

X

Time = 1

Y = 1 to 4

X = 1 to 4



Storing Data in a Storing Data in a netCDFnetCDF FileFile

Y Time

X

Time = 1 to 3

Y = 1 to 4

X = 1 to 4



NetCDFNetCDF and Coordinate Systemsand Coordinate Systems

•• Geographic Coordinate Systems (GCS)Geographic Coordinate Systems (GCS)
•• X dimension units: X dimension units: degrees_eastdegrees_east
•• Y dimension units: Y dimension units: degrees_northdegrees_north

•• Projected Coordinate Systems (PCS)Projected Coordinate Systems (PCS)
•• X dimension X dimension standard_namestandard_name: : projection_x_coordinateprojection_x_coordinate
•• Y dimension Y dimension standard_namestandard_name: : projection_y_coordinateprojection_y_coordinate

V i bl hV i bl h id iid i tt ib ttt ib t•• Variable has a Variable has a grid_mappinggrid_mapping attribute. attribute. 
•• CF conventions currently supports only eight predefined coordinate CF conventions currently supports only eight predefined coordinate 

systems systems 

•• UndefinedUndefined
•• If not GCS or PCSIf not GCS or PCS
•• ArcGISArcGIS writes (and recognizes) PE String as a variable attribute.writes (and recognizes) PE String as a variable attribute.( g ) g( g ) g



NetCDFNetCDF in in ArcGISArcGIS

•• NetCDFNetCDF data is accessed asdata is accessed as
•• RasterRaster
•• FeatureFeature
•• TableTable

•• 7 7 NetCDFNetCDF toolstools
•• Direct Direct readread

E GIS dE GIS d CDFCDF•• Exports GIS data to Exports GIS data to netCDFnetCDF



Using Using NetCDFNetCDF DataData

Behaves the same as any layer or table Behaves the same as any layer or table 
•• DisplayDisplayDisplayDisplay

•• Same display tools for raster and feature layers will work on Same display tools for raster and feature layers will work on netCDFnetCDF
raster and raster and netCDFnetCDF feature layers.feature layers.

•• GraphingGraphingGraphingGraphing
•• Driven by the table just like any other chart.Driven by the table just like any other chart.

•• AnimationAnimation
•• Multidimensional data can be animated through a dimension (e gMultidimensional data can be animated through a dimension (e g•• Multidimensional data can be animated through a dimension (e.g. Multidimensional data can be animated through a dimension (e.g. 

time, pressure, elevation)time, pressure, elevation)
•• Analysis ToolsAnalysis Tools

•• AA netCDFnetCDF layer or table will work just like any other raster layerlayer or table will work just like any other raster layer•• A A netCDFnetCDF layer or table will work just like any other raster layer, layer or table will work just like any other raster layer, 
feature layer, or table. (e.g. create buffers around feature layer, or table. (e.g. create buffers around netCDFnetCDF points, points, 
reprojectreproject rastersrasters, query tables, etc.), query tables, etc.)



Temporal VisualizationTemporal Visualization

•• The most effective way to convey changes over time and space is The most effective way to convey changes over time and space is 
through temporal animation.through temporal animation.

–– Temporal Animation in Temporal Animation in ArcGISArcGIS corecore

–– Temporal Animation with the Tracking Analyst extensionTemporal Animation with the Tracking Analyst extension



ArcGISArcGIS 9.2 Temporal Animation9.2 Temporal Animation

•• Sequence display of one or more layers on the same Sequence display of one or more layers on the same 
time step or indextime step or index

–– ArcMapArcMap, , ArcSceneArcScene, and , and ArcGlobeArcGlobe
–– Layers and GraphsLayers and Graphs

•• Supported dataSupported data
–– Feature Layers Feature Layers yy
–– Raster Catalog LayersRaster Catalog Layers
–– netCDFnetCDF LayersLayers
–– TablesTables
–– Historical archive layers Historical archive layers 
–– Tracking Analyst layers Tracking Analyst layers 



Animation examplesAnimation examples
Data source: Cavalieri, D., C. Parkinson, P. Gloerson, Data source: Cavalieri, D., C. Parkinson, P. Gloerson, 
and H.J. Zwally. 1996, updated 2005. Sea ice and H.J. Zwally. 1996, updated 2005. Sea ice 
concentrations from Nimbusconcentrations from Nimbus--7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I 7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I 
passive microwave data, June to September 2001. passive microwave data, June to September 2001. 
Boulder, CO, USA: National Snow and Ice Data Center.Boulder, CO, USA: National Snow and Ice Data Center.

Data provided courtesy of Declan Data provided courtesy of Declan Butler Butler -- http://declanbutler.info/blog/http://declanbutler.info/blog/

Sea ice concentration Solar Solar InsolationInsolationSolar Solar InsolationInsolation

Stream flow analysisStream flow analysisStream flow analysisStream flow analysis



Where is temporal animation in Where is temporal animation in ArcGISArcGIS??

•• Animation toolbarAnimation toolbar
A MA M A SA S A Gl bA Gl b–– ArcMapArcMap, , ArcSceneArcScene, , ArcGlobeArcGlobe

•• Very simple single panel interface to Very simple single panel interface to 
create a temporal animationcreate a temporal animation

–– Only 2 required inputsOnly 2 required inputs
–– Layer Layer you want to animateyou want to animate
–– The field containing the timeThe field containing the time

N 3D A l t li i i d t i tN 3D A l t li i i d t i tNo 3D Analyst license is required to animate No 3D Analyst license is required to animate 
in in ArcMapArcMap



Animation is based upon Animation is based upon recordsrecords in a Tablein a Table

•• With one table, features repeat for each time stamp With one table, features repeat for each time stamp 
•• Each time stamp has an attribute valueEach time stamp has an attribute value

E g 5 features 3 time stepsE g 5 features 3 time stepsE.g. 5 features, 3 time stepsE.g. 5 features, 3 time steps



Animating with Joined TablesAnimating with Joined Tables

•• With two tables, if your table relationship is:With two tables, if your table relationship is:
–– OneOne--toto--manymany
–– OneOne--toto--one one 
–– ManyMany--toto--oneone

OneOne--toto--manymany ManyMany--toto--oneone

Run the Make Query Table tool to Run the Make Query Table tool to 
perform an inperform an in--memory joinmemory join



Animating data in graphsAnimating data in graphs

•• Create a graph using a layer or table Create a graph using a layer or table 
•• Create an animation in the usual way, attaching the Create an animation in the usual way, attaching the 

layer or table to a time layer tracklayer or table to a time layer track
•• When the animation is played, When the animation is played, p y ,p y ,

the graph will animatethe graph will animate



Tracking Analyst ExtensionTracking Analyst Extension

•• ArcGISArcGIS Desktop ExtensionDesktop Extension
•• Historical and RealHistorical and Real--Time Display Time Display 
•• Track Track SymbologySymbology
•• Animation ToolAnimation Tool
•• Playback Manager with temporal Playback Manager with temporal 

event histogramevent histogram
•• ActionsActions
•• Temporal OffsetTemporal Offset
•• Data Clock Data Clock 



Using Actions with Tracking AnalystUsing Actions with Tracking Analyst

•• Layer ActionsLayer Actions
Hi hli htHi hli ht–– Highlight Highlight 

–– SuppressSuppress
–– Run a VB script (realRun a VB script (real--time only)time only)

•• Service Actions (Service Actions (ArcCatalogArcCatalog))
–– Filter the event from further action Filter the event from further action 

processing (processing (ArcMapArcMap))
–– Filter events you receive from Tracking Filter events you receive from Tracking y gy g

ServerServer
–– Run a VB script (realRun a VB script (real--time only)time only)

•• Rules check forRules check for
–– Some attribute in the data tablesSome attribute in the data tables
–– Location of the event in relationship to Location of the event in relationship to 

polygonpolygon
–– BothBothBothBoth



Arc Logistics in  9.3Arc Logistics in  9.3

•• Built Built using using 
–– ArcEngineArcEngine 9.39.3
–– Network DatasetNetwork Dataset
–– VrpVrp solver solver –– also in Network Analyst 9.3also in Network Analyst 9.3

Desktop Fleet Routing ApplicationDesktop Fleet Routing Application
•• Imports Imports OrdersOrders

G dG d StSt•• GeocodeGeocode StopsStops
•• Optimize Optimize Routes Routes 
•• Provides Provides Manifests, Maps, Directions, ReportsManifests, Maps, Directions, Reports
•• ExportsExports Routes if required to other applicationsRoutes if required to other applications•• Exports Exports Routes if required to other applicationsRoutes if required to other applications



Temporal AnalysisTemporal Analysis

•• Conflict detection in Tracking AnalystConflict detection in Tracking Analyst
•• Custom processing tasks in Tracking ServerCustom processing tasks in Tracking Server

•• Temporal ModelingTemporal ModelingTemporal ModelingTemporal Modeling
–– Looping and iteration in Looping and iteration in ModelBuilderModelBuilder and Pythonand Python



DemoDemo



Questions?Questions?


